The Professional Ethics Committee has considered your request for an opinion as to the propriety of your preparation and circulation of a divorce handbook for your domestic relations clients only. You have included a copy of your revised text of this proposed publication.

This is to advise you that the committee, after examining the proposed materials and considering the ethical principles and materials involved, concluded that it would be proper for you to circulate a divorce handbook of a type which you propose for the purpose of giving general information on the subject to your divorce clients.

In conclusion, it should be stated that in formulating this opinion, this committee expresses no opinion as to the authenticity of the text material nor does it give approval to the contents of the book except as above stated. In fact, references to the Wisconsin Bar Association, a minimum fee schedule and the requirement of a retainer fee to be paid in advance in divorce cases are erroneous. The minimum fee schedule of the State Bar of Wisconsin has been repealed.